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Abstract10

We introduce and study a game variant of the classical spanning-tree problem. Our spanning-tree11

game is played between two players, min and max, who alternate turns in jointly constructing12

a spanning tree of a given connected weighted graph G. Starting with the empty graph, in each13

turn a player chooses an edge that does not close a cycle in the forest that has been generated so14

far and adds it to that forest. The game ends when the chosen edges form a spanning tree in G.15

The goal of min is to minimize the weight of the resulting spanning tree and the goal of max is16

to maximize it. A strategy for a player is a function that maps each forest in G to an edge that17

is not yet in the forest and does not close a cycle.18

We show that while in the classical setting a greedy approach is optimal, the game setting is19

more complicated: greedy strategies, namely ones that choose in each turn the lightest (min) or20

heaviest (max) legal edge, are not necessarily optimal, and calculating their values is NP-hard.21

We study the approximation ratio of greedy strategies. We show that while a greedy strategy for22

min guarantees nothing, the performance of a greedy strategy for max is satisfactory: it guar-23

antees that the weight of the generated spanning tree is at least w(MST (G))
2 , where w(MST (G))24

is the weight of a maximum spanning tree in G, and its approximation ratio with respect to an25

optimal strategy for max is 1.5 + 1
w(MST (G)) , assuming weights in [0, 1]. We also show that these26

bounds are tight. Moreover, in a stochastic setting, where weights for the complete graph Kn27

are chosen at random from [0, 1], the expected performance of greedy strategies is asymptotically28

optimal. Finally, we study some variants of the game and study an extension of our results to29

games on general matroids.30
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1 Introduction36

The fundamental minimum (respectively, maximum) spanning tree problem receives as an37

input a connected edge-weighted undirected graph and searches for a spanning tree, namely38
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35:2 Spanning-Tree Games

an acyclic subgraph that connects all vertices, with a minimum (respectively, maximum)39

weight. The problem can be solved efficiently [19, 26]. It has attracted much attention, has40

led to a lot of research on algorithms, and has many applications [28, 10, 14].41

We introduce and study a natural game variant of the classical problem. Our spanning-42

tree game is played between two players, min and max, who alternate turns in jointly43

constructing a spanning tree of a given connected weighted graph G = 〈V,E,w〉. Starting44

with the empty graph, in each turn a player chooses an edge that does not close a cycle45

in the forest that has been generated so far and adds it to that forest. The game ends46

when the chosen edges form a spanning tree in G, that is, after |V | − 1 turns. The goal47

of min is to minimize the weight of the resulting spanning tree and the goal of max is to48

maximize it. A strategy for a player is a function that maps each forest in G to one of49

its legal moves, namely, it maps a forest F ⊆ E to an edge e ∈ E \ F such that F ∪ {e}50

is also a forest. Given two strategies πmax and πmin, we define the outcome of πmax and51

πmin as the spanning tree obtained when max and min follow πmax and πmin, respectively,52

in a turn-based game in which max moves first. The value of a strategy πmax of max is53

the minimum over all strategies π′min of min of the weight of the spanning tree that is the54

outcome of the game in which max follows πmax and min follows π′min. Then, an optimal55

strategy for max is a strategy with a maximum value. Thus, an optimal strategy for max56

is one that obtains the maximal value against the most hostile behavior (intuitively, the57

“most minimizing” strategy) of min. The value of a strategy for min is defined dually. In58

particular, an optimal strategy for min is one that obtains the minimal value against the59

“most maximizing” strategy for max. In this paper we focus on values of strategies of max.60

Indeed, unless we bound the ratio between the weights of the heaviest and lightest edges61

in the graph, we cannot bound the “damage” that max can cause min, namely the ratio62

between the performance of min strategies and the minimum spanning tree, making the63

study of the game setting from the viewpoint of min less interesting.64

I Example 1. Consider the weighted graph G appearing in Figure 1 (a). The weight of65

G’s (unique, in this example) maximum spanning tree is 33 (see (b)). An optimal strategy66

for max chooses in its first two moves the edges with weights 5 and 4, leading, against an67

optimal strategy of min, to the spanning tree of weight 31 appearing in (c).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1 A weighted graph (a), its maximal spanning tree (b), and the outcomes of an optimal
strategy (c) and a greedy one (d).

68

The transition from the classical one-player setting of the spanning-tree problem to a two-69

player setting corresponds to a transition from closed systems, which are completely under70

our control, to open systems, in which we have to contend with adversarial environments.71

Such a transition has been studied in computer science in logic [8, 27], complexity [6], and72

temporal reasoning [23], and it attracts growing attention now in algorithmic game theory,73

cf. [24]. Our work here studies this transition in graph theory. For the basic problem of74
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reachability, the two-player setting has given rise to alternating graph reachability [8]. We find75

it very interesting to study how other basic problems and concepts in graph algorithms evolve76

when we shift to a two-player setting [20]. Several graph games of this type were previously77

studied. For example, consider the general setting in which max and min alternately claim78

edges of a graph G while making sure the graph they build together satisfies some monotone79

decreasing property. The Turán numbers and Saturation numbers refer to the number of80

edges that can be claimed while the property is maintained [13, 17]. Likewise, researchers81

have studied the game chromatic number of G, namely the smallest k for which min has a82

strategy to color all vertices in a game in which max and min alternately properly color the83

vertices of G using the colors {1, . . . , k} [1]. Finally, a game variant of the maximum-flow84

problem, where the algorithm can direct the flow only in a subset of the vertices is studied85

in [21].86

Before we continue to describe our results, let us survey several games that have been87

studied and are based on minimum or maximum spanning trees. In the cooperative minimum88

cost spanning tree game [7, 2], the cost allocation between users of a minimum spanning tree89

is considered. Different properties of this cooperative game have been studied, such as the90

core and the nucleolus [15, 16], the Shapley value [18], and more [11]. The Stackelberg91

minimum spanning tree game [4, 5] is a one-round two-player network pricing game. The92

game is played on a graph, whose edges are colored either red or blue, with the red edges93

having a given fixed cost. The first player chooses an assignment of prices to the blue edges,94

and the second player then buys the cheapest possible minimum spanning tree, using any95

combination of red and blue edges. The goal of the first player is to maximize the total price96

of purchased blue edges. Shannon’s switching game is another related two-player game.97

Two players take turns coloring the edges of an arbitrary graph. One player has the goal of98

connecting two distinguished vertices by a path of edges of her color. The other player aims99

to prevent this by using her color instead (or, equivalently, by erasing edges) [22, 3].100

The classical maximum spanning-tree problem can be solved efficiently. Indeed, the101

forests embodied in a graph induce a matroid [25], and thus a greedy approach is optimal.102

Accordingly, in Kruskal’s algorithm [19] for the maximum spanning-tree problem, the edges103

are chosen in a greedy manner, where in each step an edge with a maximum weight that104

does not close a cycle is added.105

We study greedy strategies in the spanning-tree game. There, max always chooses an106

edge with a maximum weight that does not close a cycle. We first show that the game107

setting is indeed more complicated. First, greedy strategies are not necessarily optimal. For108

example, in the graph from Example 1, a greedy strategy for max chooses in its first three109

moves the edges with weight 8, 7, and 6, leading to the spanning tree of weight 27 appearing110

in Figure 1 (d). In addition, we show that given a strategy for max, it is NP-complete to111

calculate its value, and NP-hardness holds already for greedy strategies. Subsequently, we112

turn to study how well greedy strategies for max perform. We evaluate them with respect113

to the value of the maximum spanning tree, and with respect to the value of an optimal114

strategy for max. We analyze both the general and stochastic settings. We view our findings115

in both evaluations as good news. Indeed, greedy strategies for max ensure surprisingly tight116

approximations in all cases.117

It is not hard to see that the value of any greedy strategy for max is at least half the118

weight of a maximum spanning tree. Indeed, the tree generated by such a strategy includes119

at least the heavier half of the set of edges that are chosen by a greedy algorithm in the120

classical setting. Much harder is the study of the approximation ratio of a greedy strategy121

for max with respect to an optimal strategy for her. We show that when the weight of122
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the maximum spanning tree tends to infinity, the approximation ratio tends to 1.5. More123

formally, assuming that the weights are normalized to values in [0, 1] (note that such a124

normalization does not affect the ratio between the values of different strategies), we show125

an approximation ratio of 1.5 + 1
w(MST (G)) , where w(MST (G)) is the weight of a maximum126

spanning tree of G. We show that our results are tight: for every odd integer n ≥ 1, there127

exists a weighted graph G = 〈V,E,w〉 with w(MST (G)) = 2n, such that the value of the128

greedy strategy for max is n, whereas the value of an optimal strategy is dn2 e+n. Thus, the129

ratio between the maximal spanning tree and the value of the greedy strategy is 2, and the130

ratio between the values of the optimal and the greedy strategies is 1.5+ 1
w(MST (G)) . We also131

show that, unlike the case of greedy strategies of max, one cannot bound the approximation132

ratio of greedy strategies of min. As we elaborate in Section 7, since the set of forests that133

are subgraphs of a given graph form the family of independent sets of a matroid, many of134

our results go beyond the spanning-tree problem and apply to matroids in a game setting.135

We then study the approximation ratio of greedy strategies for max in a stochastic set-136

ting. Namely, we study the game played on complete graphs whose edge-weights are chosen137

by a uniform distribution over [0, 1]. Building on results of [12] regarding the weight of max-138

imum and minimum spanning trees in such randomly weighted graphs, we are able to show139

that, in this setting, the approximation ratio of any greedy max strategy is asymptotically140

almost surely (a.a.s., for brevity) 1. Thus, while in the worst case the approximation ratio141

is 2 with respect to a maximum spanning tree and it tends to 1.5 with respect to an optimal142

strategy, it is a.a.s. 1 when we choose the edge-weights uniformly at random.143

Finally, we study two variants of the setting. First, a finer definition of an approximation144

ratio, where performance of a strategy for max is examined with respect to all strategies of145

min, and second, a two-turn variant of the game, where max first chooses a forest of size k,146

for a parameter k of the game, and then min completes the forest to a spanning tree.147

2 Preliminaries148

2.1 Graphs and Weighted Graphs149

An undirected graph is a pair G = 〈V,E〉, where V is a finite set and E is a set of pairs of150

elements of V . We refer to the elements of V as vertices and to the elements of E as edges.151

A graph may contain parallel edges. A path in G is a sequence of vertices v1, v2, . . . , vk such152

that 〈vi, vi+1〉 ∈ E for all 1 ≤ i < k. A cycle in G is a path v1, v2, . . . , vk for which v1 = vk.153

A graph G = 〈V,E〉 is connected if for every two vertices v, v′ ∈ V , there is a path between154

v and v′ in G. A tree is a connected graph with no cycles. A forest is a graph with no cycles,155

namely a collection of trees. A spanning tree of G is a tree 〈V, T 〉, for a subset T ⊆ E. Note156

that the size of a spanning tree is n−1. When the set V of vertices is clear from the context,157

we describe trees and forests by their sets of edges only.158

A weighted graph G = 〈V,E,w〉 augments a graph with a weight function w : E → R+.159

We extend w to subsets of E in the expected way, i.e., w : 2E → R+ is such that for all160

A ⊆ E, we have w(A) =
∑
e∈A w(e). In the maximum spanning tree problem, we are given161

a weighted graph G and seek a spanning tree for G of a maximum weight. Note that G may162

have several maximum spanning trees. By abuse of notation, we use MST (G) to denote163

any maximum spanning tree of G.164
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2.2 Matroids165

A finite matroid M is a pair 〈E, I〉, where E is a finite set (called the ground set) and I166

is a family of subsets of E (called the independent sets) that satisfies the following three167

properties: (1) I is not empty, (2) The hereditary property: If X ∈ I and Y ⊆ X, then168

Y ∈ I, and (3) The independent set exchange property: If X and Y are in I and |X| > |Y |,169

then there is an element x ∈ X \ Y such that Y ∪ {x} is in I.170

For a graph G = 〈V,E〉, let FG be the set of forests in G. The pair 〈E,FG〉 is a matroid171

and is called the cycle matroid of G (see, e.g., [25]).172

2.3 The Spanning-Tree Game173

We consider a game variant of the maximum spanning tree problem: there are two players,174

max and min, who alternate turns in jointly constructing a spanning tree of a given weighted175

graph. Starting with the empty graph, in each turn, a player chooses an edge that does not176

close a cycle in the forest that has been generated so far and adds it to that forest. The177

game ends when the chosen edges are forming a spanning tree, that is, after n − 1 turns.178

The goal of min is to minimize the weight of the resulting spanning tree and the goal of179

max is to maximize it. Formally, we have the following.180

Let G = 〈V,E,w〉 be a weighted graph, and let FG be the set of all forests F ⊆ E. A181

configuration in the spanning-tree game is a forest F ∈ FG. Let M : FG → 2E be a function182

that maps a configuration F to the set of all legal moves for a player when the game is in183

F . Formally, M(F ) = {e ∈ E \ F : the graph 〈V, F ∪ {e}〉 has no cycles}.184

A strategy for a player is a function π : FG → E that maps each configuration to one
of its legal moves. Thus, for all F ∈ FG, we have π(F ) ∈ M(F ). If M(F ) = ∅ (that is,
when F is already a spanning tree), then π(F ) is undefined.3 Given two strategies πmax
and πmin, we define the outcome of πmax and πmin, denoted T (πmax, πmin), as the spanning
tree obtained when max and min follow πmax and πmin, respectively, in a turn-based game
in which max moves first. Formally, T (πmax, πmin) = {e1, . . . , en−1} is such that for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, the following holds.

ei =
[
πmax({e1, e2, . . . , ei−1}) if i is odd,
πmin({e1, e2, . . . , ei−1}) if i is even.

We use w(πmax, πmin) to denote the weight of T (πmax, πmin). Thus, w(πmax, πmin) =185

w(T (πmax, πmin)).186

We refer to a strategy for max as a max strategy and to a strategy for min as a min
strategy. Note that max moves when the current configuration has an even number of edges,
and min moves when the configuration has an odd number of edges. Let FevenG and FoddG

be the subsets of FG that contain forests of even and odd sizes, respectively. Let Πmax

and Πmin be the set of all possible strategies for the max and min players, respectively.
By the above, Πmax contains strategies πmax : FevenG → E and Πmin contains strategies
πmin : FoddG → E.4 We evaluate a max strategy πmax by its performance against a best

3 We could have defined π to return a special signal, say ⊥, in this case, but we ignore it and assume
that the game ends after n− 1 rounds, so there is no need to apply a strategy from configurations that
are spanning trees.

4 Formally, by our definition of a strategy, every strategy for max and every strategy for min should have
a well-defined legal move for every configuration in FG. We have chosen to restrict the definition of
such strategies only to the configurations they might actually encounter during play. For completeness,
one can define them for all the remaining configurations arbitrarily or, again, by using the symbol ⊥.

MFCS 2018



35:6 Spanning-Tree Games

(that is, most minimizing) min strategy. Formally, we define the value of a max strategy by

valmax(πmax) = min{w(πmax, πmin) : πmin ∈ Πmin}.

Since the number of strategies is finite, the above expression always has a minimum and187

is thus well defined. Dually, we evaluate a min strategy πmin by its performance against188

a best (that is, most maximizing) max strategy. Formally, we define the value of a min189

strategy by valmin(πmin) = max{w(πmax, πmin) : πmax ∈ Πmax}. Our study here focuses190

on max strategies. Essentially, our choice follows from the fact that, unlike the case of191

max strategies, one cannot bound the ratio between the outcome of an optimal or a greedy192

min strategy and the minimum spanning tree. Intuitively, it follows from the fact that the193

performance of strategies is strongly related to our ability to guarantee a favorable outcome194

even if we can control only half of the choices. Such a control guarantees that max can195

add to the spanning tree at least half of the heaviest edges in a maximum spanning tree.196

Such a control also guarantees that min can add to the spanning tree at least half of the197

lightest edges in a minimum spanning tree. Without, however, a bound on the ratio between198

the heaviest and lightest edge, such a guarantee is not of much help. In Appendix A, we199

motivate this choice further and present some results on min strategies.200

The following lemma is an easy useful observation on the amount of control max and201

min have on the outcome of the game.202

I Lemma 2. Let G = 〈V,E,w〉 be a weighted graph and let F be a forest of G. Then, max203

has a strategy to ensure that the outcome includes at least d|F |/2e edges of F , and min has204

a strategy to ensure that the outcome includes at least b|F |/2c edges of F .205

Proof. We prove our claim for min; the proof for max is analogous. It suffices to show that,206

in each of his first b|F |/2c moves, min can claim an edge of F . For every 1 ≤ i ≤ b|F |/2c, let207

e1, . . . , e2i−1 denote the edges claimed by both players up until min’s i-th move. In his i-th208

move, min claims an arbitrary edge e2i ∈ F \ {e1, . . . , e2i−1} such that {e1, . . . , e2i−1, e2i}209

spans a forest. Such an edge e2i exists since |F | > 2i− 1 = |{e1, . . . , e2i−1}| and both F and210

{e1, . . . , e2i−1} are forests of G, i.e., independent sets in its cycle matroid. J211

2.4 Optimal and Greedy Strategies212

We define the following strategies:213

An optimal max strategy is a strategy π∗max ∈ Πmax such that for every strategy πmax ∈214

Πmax, we have valmax(π∗max) ≥ valmax(πmax). Such a strategy necessarily exists as the215

number of max strategies is finite.216

Similarly, π∗min ∈ Πmin is an optimal min strategy, if for every strategy πmin ∈ Πmin, we217

have valmin(π∗min) ≤ valmin(πmin).218

A strategy gmax ∈ Πmax is a greedy strategy for max if for every configuration F ∈ FevenG ,219

it holds that gmax(F ) is a heaviest edge in M(F ). Formally, for every configuration220

F ∈ FevenG , we have gmax(F ) ∈ {e ∈M(F ) : w(e) = max{w(e′) : e′ ∈M(F )}}.221

I Remark. There may be several optimal and greedy strategies but, from now on, for each222

weighted graph G we define π∗min, π∗max, and gmax as one of the strategies that satisfy223

the corresponding conditions and, sometimes, write “the optimal min strategy” or “the224

greedy max strategy”. Moreover, when evaluating the performance of a greedy strategy,225

Also, note that strategies are positional, in the sense they ignore the way in which configurations have
been obtained. It is easy to see that memoryfull strategies are not stronger in the spanning-tree game.
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we consider the worst case. That is, the value of a greedy strategy is min{valmax(gmax) :226

gmax is a greedy strategy in Πmax}.227

2.5 On the Complexity of Evaluating Strategies for max228

Recall that the maximum spanning-tree problem can be solved in polynomial time. A229

possible way of computing π∗min and π∗max is by solving a Minmax problem, which requires230

exponential time. We show here that the game setting is indeed more complex than the231

classical one-player setting. In fact, even evaluating the value of a symbolically given max232

strategy is co-NP-complete, and the co-NP lower bound holds also for greedy strategies.233

I Theorem 3. Let πmax be a max strategy given by a linear ordering e1, . . . , e|E| of the edges234

in E, where πmax chooses in each step the edge ej with the minimal index j for which ej is235

a legal move. Let k be an integer. Deciding whether valmax(πmax) > k is co-NP-complete.236

Furthermore, it is co-NP-hard already when πmax is a worst greedy strategy for max, that237

is, a greedy strategy with the lowest value.238

Proof. First, if valmax(πmax) ≤ k then there is a polynomial witness that includes the edges239

that min chooses in each turn, such that the weight of the outcome is at most k. Hence the240

membership in co-NP.241

We now show the lower bound. Let G = 〈V,E〉 be a graph, let S ⊆ V , and let k be an242

integer. The Steiner-tree problem, namely, deciding whether there is a tree of size at most243

k in G that spans S, is NP-hard. We show a reduction from the Steiner tree problem. We244

construct a weighted graph G′ = 〈V ′, E′, w′〉 as follows. Let u0 be a vertex in V . The set245

V ′ is obtained from V by adding k new vertices, namely V ′ = V ∪ {u1, . . . , uk}. The set E′246

is obtained from E by adding the edges {〈ui, ui+1〉 : 0 ≤ i < k} ∪ (S × S), where parallel247

edges are allowed. That is, an edge e ∈ S × S is added even if it already appears in E. For248

every e ∈ E we define w′(e) = 0, and for every new edge e ∈ E′ \ E we define w′(e) = 1.249

Let πmax be a max strategy in which max first chooses edges in {〈ui, ui+1〉 : 0 ≤ i < k},250

and when it is not possible anymore she chooses edges in S ×S, and when it is not possible251

anymore she chooses edges in E. We prove that there is a tree in G that spans S and has252

size at most k iff valmax(πmax) ≤ k.253

Assume that there is a tree in G that spans S and has size at most k. We denote this254

tree by T . Then, while max chooses edges in {〈ui, ui+1〉 : 0 ≤ i < k}, min can choose all the255

edges of T and thus ensure that max will not be able to choose edges in S × S later. Since256

the edges {〈ui, ui+1〉 : 0 ≤ i < k} appear in every spanning tree, the value of πmax is k.257

Assume now that there is no tree in G that spans S and has size at most k. Thus, after258

all the edges in {〈ui, ui+1〉 : 0 ≤ i < k} are chosen, there are still edges in S × S that max259

can choose, and therefore the value of πmax is strictly larger than k.260

Finally, note that the strategy πmax is a worst greedy strategy for max, and hence the261

problem is co-NP-hard already for this case. J262

3 The Performance of Optimal and Greedy Strategies w.r.t. the263

Maximum Spanning Tree264

In the game setting, max has a chance to choose only half of the edges in the spanning265

tree. It is thus not surprising that the outcome of an optimal strategy may be only half of266

the weight of an MST. Below we formalize this intuition, and show that the half-ratio may267

be obtained already by a greedy strategy (Theorem 4) and that this upper bound is tight268

(Theorem 5).269
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35:8 Spanning-Tree Games

I Theorem 4. For every weighted graph G, we have that valmax(gmax) ≥ 1
2 · w(MST (G)).270

Proof. Let G = 〈V,E,w〉, and let 〈e1, . . . , en−1〉 be a vector of the edges of some maximum
spanning tree of G, where w(ei) ≥ w(ei+1) for every 1 ≤ i < n − 1. Consider the game on
G in which max plays according to gmax and min plays according to some strategy πmin.
For every 1 ≤ j ≤ d(n − 1)/2e, let xj denote the edge of G that max chooses in her j-th
move. For every 1 ≤ j ≤ b(n − 1)/2c, let yj denote the edge of G that min chooses in his
j-th move. Our goal is to prove that

d(n−1)/2e∑
j=1

w(xj) +
b(n−1)/2c∑

j=1
w(yj) ≥

1
2 ·

n−1∑
j=1

w(ej).

We prove that, in fact, already
∑d(n−1)/2e
j=1 w(xj) ≥ 1

2 ·
∑n−1
j=1 w(ej). Since all edge-weights271

are non-negative, this implies our goal.272

To see this, consider an integer 0 ≤ k < (n− 1)/2. Note that |{x1, . . . xk, y1, . . . , yk}| =273

2k < 2k+ 1 = |{e1, . . . , e2k+1}|. Since, moreover, {x1, . . . xk, y1, . . . , yk} and {e1, . . . , e2k+1}274

are independent sets of a matroid (namely, the cycle matroid of G), there exists some275

edge e ∈ {e1, . . . , e2k+1} ∩ M({x1, . . . xk, y1, . . . , yk}). Since max plays according to the276

greedy strategy, it must be that w(xk+1) ≥ w(e) ≥ w(e2k+1). Hence,
∑d(n−1)/2e
j=1 w(xj) ≥277 ∑d(n−1)/2e−1

j=0 w(e2j+1) ≥ 1
2 ·
∑n−1
j=1 w(ej), and the statement follows. J278

I Theorem 5. For every n ≥ 1, there is a weighted graph Gn such that n = valmax(π∗max) =279

1
2 · w(MST (Gn)). In fact, for Gn we also have valmax(gmax) = n.280

Proof. See the weighted graphs G1, G2, . . . in Figure 2. Note that MST (Gn) includes all281

the edges with weight 1, and that min can ensure that all the edges with weight 0 are chosen.282

J

G1

1 1

0

1

G2

1

1

1

1

0 0

1

· · · Gn

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

0 0

0 0

. . .

1

Figure 2 A sequence of weighted graphs G1, G2, . . . such that Gn satisfies n = valmax(gmax) =
valmax(π∗

max) = 1
2 · w(MST (Gn)).

283

4 The Performance of Greedy Strategies w.r.t. Optimal Ones284

In this section we study the performance of the greedy max strategy in comparison to285

the optimal max strategy. We first define formally what it means for two strategies to286

approximate each other.287

4.1 Approximating Strategies288

Given a weighted graph G = 〈V,E,w〉, consider two max strategies πmax, π′max ∈ Πmax and
a factor α ≥ 1. We say that πmax is an α-max-approximation of π′max if

valmax(πmax) ≥ 1/α · valmax(π′max).
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That is, intuitively, π′max is at most α times better than πmax, where, in both cases, we289

assume that min follows an optimal min strategy.290

The max competitive ratio of a strategy πmax ∈ Πmax is then the smallest factor α such291

that πmax is an α-max approximation of π∗max. Namely, valmax(π∗max)
valmax(πmax) .292

I Remark. [Universal Approximation] We could have defined strategy approximations in293

a different way, by stating that πmax is an α-max-approximation of π′max if for every strategy294

πmin ∈ Πmin, we have that w(πmax, πmin) ≥ 1
α · w(π′max, πmin). We refer to such an ap-295

proximation as α-max universal approximation. Intuitively, while in α-max-approximation296

the performance of the two max strategies is examined with respect to optimal (possibly297

different from each other) min strategies, in α-max universal approximation the performance298

is examined with respect to every min strategy – the same min strategy against both max299

strategies. In Appendix B, we show that α-max universal approximation is strictly finer300

than α-max approximation. That is, for all πmax, π′max ∈ Πmax and α ≥ 1, if πmax is an301

α-max universal approximation of π′max, then πmax is an α-max approximation of π′max, yet302

possibly πmax is an α-max approximation of π′max but it is not an α-max universal approx-303

imation of π′max. Moreover, working with a max universal approximation, the competitive304

ratio of the greedy strategy with respect to the optimal strategy is 2, higher than the ratio305

we prove in Theorem 7, when working with a max approximation.306

4.2 The Competitive Ratio of Greedy Max Strategies307

We turn to study the max competitive ratio of the greedy strategy. For convenience, we308

assume that the weight function w is normalized so that max{w(e) : e ∈ E} = 1. It is easy309

to see that such a normalization is always possible and does not change the ratio of the310

weights of any two spanning trees.311

I Theorem 6. The max competitive ratio of the greedy strategy is 2.312

Proof. We first prove that gmax is a 2-max approximation. By Theorem 4, we have 2 ·313

valmax(gmax) ≥ w(MST (G)). In addition, as no max strategy can perform better than314

the weight of a maximum spanning tree, we have that w(MST (G)) ≥ valmax(πmax) for all315

πmax ∈ Πmax. Hence, valmax(gmax) ≥ 1
2 · valmax(πmax) for all πmax ∈ Πmax, and we are316

done.317

Next, in order to prove that the factor 2 is tight, consider the graph in Figure 3. It is318

easy to see that while an optimal max strategy would choose first the parallel edge with319

weight 1, leading to a spanning tree of weight 2, a greedy strategy may choose first the edge320

on the right, leading to a spanning tree of weight 1. J

Figure 3 valmax(gmax) = 1 whereas valmax(π∗
max) = 2.

321

4.3 A Tighter Analysis322

While showing tightness in the general case, the lower-bound proof in Theorem 6 is based323

on a graph with a maximum spanning tree of a very small weight. In this section we show324

that gmax approximates π∗max better when w(MST (G)) is large.325
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I Theorem 7. Let G = 〈V,E,w〉 be a weighted graph, and assume that the weights in326

G are normalized such that the maximum weight of an edge in E is 1. Then, gmax is a327

1.5 + 1
w(MST (G)) -max-approximation of π∗max.328

Proof. We start with a brief description of the main idea of the proof. Let 〈e1, . . . , en−1〉 be329

the edges claimed by max and min in this order when max follows a greedy strategy gmax330

and min follows a strategy πmin that is optimal against gmax. Using the fact that gmax is a331

greedy strategy, we will show that min has a strategy π′min such that, when pitted against332

an optimal strategy π∗max of max (in fact, against any max strategy), it ensures that the333

weight of the resulting spanning tree is at most (1.5 + 1/w(MST (G))) ·
∑n−1
i=1 w(ei). Note334

that π′min might not be an optimal min strategy, but this only makes the proven result335

stronger. The heart of the argument is that as long as max can claim high (in comparison336

to what she claimed when she followed gmax) weight edges, min can claim quite a few low337

(in comparison to what he claimed when he followed πmin) weight edges.338

We proceed to the formal proof. Let πmin ∈ Πmin be a min strategy for which valmax(gmax) =339

w(gmax, πmin). Let 〈e1, . . . , en−1〉 be a vector of edges of T (gmax, πmin), where, for every340

1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, if i is odd, then ei is chosen by max in her ((i + 1)/2)-th move, and if i341

is even, then ei is chosen by min in his (i/2)-th move. Let Eodd = {e1, e3, . . . , eb}, where342

b = n− 1− (n mod 2), be the edges chosen by max, and let Eeven = {e2, e4, . . . , ea}, where343

a = n−2+(n mod 2), be the edges chosen by min. Let d1 > . . . > dk be the distinct weights344

of the edges in Eodd, and let t1, . . . , tk be positive integers such that Eodd contains exactly ti345

edges of weight di for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Let t′0 = 0 and, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let t′i = t′i−1 +2ti.346

Thus, t′i =
∑i
j=1 2tj . Note that, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the edges of Eodd whose weight is di347

are {et′
i−1+1, et′

i−1+3, . . . , et′
i
−1}. For example, w(e1) = w(e3) = . . . = w(e2t1−1) = d1, and348

w(e2t1+1) = w(e2t1+3) = . . . = w(e2t1+2t2−1) = d2. Since the weights in G are normalized349

so that the maximum weight of an edge in G is 1 and since gmax is greedy, we have that350

d1 = 1.351

We argue that min has a strategy π′min with which he can ensure that, by deviating from352

the greedy strategy gmax, max does not greatly improve the weight of the tree she builds with353

him. We define the strategy π′min as follows. Consider a forest Fm = {e′1, e′2, . . . , e′m} ∈ FoddG ,354

where m < bn−1
2 c. Let 0 ≤ i < k be the unique integer for which t′i

2 ≤ m <
t′i+1

2 . Then,355

π′min(Fm) is an arbitrary edge in M(Fm) ∩ {e2, e4, . . . , et′
i+1
}; by definition, this is a legal356

move. Moreover, by the independent set exchange property of the cycle matroid ofG, such an357

edge exists. For example, if m < t1, then π′min(Fm) is an arbitrary edge of {e2, e4, . . . , e2t1}358

that was not chosen earlier and does not close a cycle with Fm.359

Since valmax(π∗max) ≤ w(π∗max, π′min), it suffices to prove that w(π∗max,π
′
min)

valmax(gmax) ≤ 1.5 +360

1
w(MST (G)) . For an integer t, let V t1 , . . . , V tst

be the vertex sets of the connected components361

induced by the forest {e1, . . . , et}. Let Et denote the set of edges of G that are contained362

in some connected component of {e1, . . . , et}, that is, 〈u, v〉 ∈ Et if and only if there exists363

some 1 ≤ i ≤ st such that u, v ∈ V ti . Note that every forest in G contains at most364 ∑st

j=1(|V tj | − 1) = t edges of Et.365

Let E′ = {e′1, . . . , e′n−1} denote the edge set of T (π∗max, π′min). Note that by the de-366

scription of the strategy π′min, for every 1 ≤ i < k, the forest {e′1, e′2, . . . , e′t′
i
/2} contains367

at least b t
′
i/2
2 c edges from Et

′
i ∩ Eeven. Since E′ ∩ Et′i contains at most t′i edges, it follows368

that E′ ∩ Et′i contains at most t′i − b
t′i/2

2 c = d1.5 · t
′
i

2 e edges from E \ Eeven. Note that for369

every edge e 6∈ Et′i , we have that w(e) ≤ di+1. Indeed, otherwise max would have chosen370

et′
i
+1 such that w(et′

i
+1) > di+1. Hence, E′ \Eeven contains at most 1.5 · t

′
i

2 + 0.5 edges from371

{e ∈ E : w(e) > di+1}.372
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We now show that E′ \Eeven contains at most 1.5 · t
′
k

2 +0.5 edges. Assume first that n−1373

is even and thus t′k = n−1. The forest {e′1, e′2, . . . , e′t′
k
/2} contains at least

⌊
t′k/2

2

⌋
edges from374

Eeven. Since E′ contains t′k edges, it follows that E′ contains at most t′k−b
t′k/2

2 c = d1.5 · t
′
k

2 e375

edges from E \Eeven. Hence, E′ \Eeven contains at most 1.5 · t
′
k

2 + 0.5 edges. Now, assume376

that n− 1 is odd and thus t′k = n. Note that E′ contains at least b b
n−1

2 c
2 c = b 0.5n−1

2 c edges377

from Eeven. Therefore, the size of E′ \Eeven is at most n−1−b 0.5n−1
2 c = dn−1− 0.5n−1

2 e =378

d 3n
4 − 0.5e ≤ d 3n

4 e = d1.5 · t
′
k

2 e ≤ 1.5 · t
′
k

2 + 0.5.379

Since for every 1 ≤ i < k the forest E′ \Eeven contains at most 1.5 · t
′
i

2 + 0.5 edges from380

{e ∈ E : w(e) > di+1}, and since E′\Eeven contains at most 1.5· t
′
k

2 +0.5 edges, then the total381

weight of E′ \Eeven is at most d1(1.5 · t
′
1
2 +0.5)+

∑k
i=2 di · [(1.5 ·

t′i
2 +0.5)−(1.5 · t

′
i−1
2 +0.5)] =382

d1(1.5t1 + 0.5) +
∑k
i=2 di · (1.5ti) = 0.5d1 +

∑k
i=1 1.5tidi.383

We are now ready to bound w(π∗max,π
′
min)

valmax(gmax) from above.384

w(π∗max, π′min)
valmax(gmax) = w(E′)

w(Eeven) +
∑k
i=1 tidi

≤ w(Eeven) + w(E′ \ Eeven)
w(Eeven) +

∑k
i=1 tidi

385

≤
w(Eeven) + 0.5d1 +

∑k
i=1 1.5tidi

w(Eeven) +
∑k
i=1 tidi

=
w(Eeven) +

∑k
i=1 tidi +

∑k
i=1 0.5tidi + 0.5d1

w(Eeven) +
∑k
i=1 tidi

386

≤ 1 +
∑k
i=1 0.5tidi + 0.5d1∑k

i=1 tidi
= 1.5 + 0.5d1∑k

i=1 tidi
≤ 1.5 + 0.5

0.5 · w(MST (G)) = 1.5 + 1
w(MST (G)) .387

The last inequality follows from the fact
∑k
i=1 tidi ≥ 0.5 · w(MST (G)) (see proof of The-388

orem 4) and d1 = 1. J389

The following theorem asserts that the approximation ratio given in Theorem 7 is tight.390

I Theorem 8. Let n ≥ 1 be an odd integer. There exists a weighted graph Gn with391

w(MST (Gn)) = 2n and with a maximum edge weight of 1, such that valmax(π∗max)
valmax(gmax) =392

1.5 + 1
w(MST (G)) .393

Proof. We defineGn = 〈V,E,w〉 as follows. First, let V = V1∪V2, where V1 = {v0, v1, . . . , vn}394

and V2 = {v0, u1, . . . , un}. Note that the vertex v0 appears in both V1 and V2. Then, let395

E = E1 ∪E2 where E1 = {〈vi, vi+1〉 : 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1} and E2 ⊆ V2 × V2 is the disjoint union396

of two spanning trees T0 and T1 on the vertices of V2. It is not hard to see that such two397

spanning trees always exist. For n ≤ 2, one needs parallel edges, as in G1, which appears in398

Figure 3. For n ≥ 3, the graph Gn appears in Figure 4, where the edges in T1 are solid, and399

these in T0 are dashed.

Figure 4 The graph Gn with valmax(π∗max)
valmax(gmax) = 1.5 + 1

w(MST (Gn)) .

400
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For every edge e ∈ E1∪T1 we have w(e) = 1 and for every edge e ∈ T0 we have w(e) = 0.401

The edges in E1 must be contained in every spanning tree of Gn. Therefore, if m edges from402

T1 are chosen during the game for some m ≤ n, then the outcome of the game is m + n.403

Thus, an optimal strategy π∗max is to have as many edges from T1 as possible. Hence, by404

Lemma 2 we have valmax(π∗max) = dn2 e+ n. In the strategy gmax, max chooses only the n405

edges in E1, and hence valmax(gmax) = n.406

Since n is odd, we have valmax(π∗max)
valmax(gmax) = dn

2 e+n
n =

n
2 +0.5+n

n = 1.5+ 1
2n = 1.5+ 1

w(MST (Gn)) .407

J408

5 A Stochastic Setting409

The weighted graphs {Gn : n ∈ N} depicted in Figure 2 form an infinite family of games in410

which gmax is an optimal strategy for max. In this section we prove that gmax is not far411

from being optimal in a very natural and general case.412

I Theorem 9. Consider the weighted graph G = 〈V,E,w〉, where V = [n], E =
([n]

2
)
, and

{w(e) : e ∈ E} are independent random variables, each having a uniform distribution over
[0, 1]. Then, asymptotically almost surely (a.a.s., for brevity)

lim
n→∞

valmax(gmax)
valmax(π∗max) = 1.

The main ingredient in our proof of Theorem 9 is the following result, which is an413

immediate corollary of the main result of [12] (see also [9] and the many references therein).414

I Theorem 10. For n ≥ 1, consider the complete graph with n vertices Kn, and let {Xe : e ∈415

E(Kn)} be independent random variables, each having a uniform distribution over [0, 1]. Let416

Ym (respectively, YM ) denote the weight of a minimum (respectively, maximum) spanning417

tree. Then418

(a) limn→∞ Pr(Ym ≤ 1.21) = 1.419

(b) limn→∞ Pr(YM ≥ n− 2.21) = 1.420

Proof of Theorem 9. It readily follows from Theorem 4 and Part (b) of Theorem 10 that
a.a.s. valmax(gmax) ≥ (n−2.21)/2. Let T be a spanning tree with weight at most 1.21; such
a tree exists a.a.s. by Part (a) of Theorem 10. It follows by Lemma 2 that min has a strategy
to ensure that the tree he builds with max contains at least b|T |/2c = b(n − 1)/2c edges
of T . The weight of the tree they build is thus at most 1.21 + d(n − 1)/2e ≤ (n + 2.42)/2.
Hence, a.a.s.

lim
n→∞

valmax(gmax)
valmax(π∗max) ≥ lim

n→∞

(n− 2.21)/2
(n+ 2.42)/2 = 1

as claimed. 2421

422

6 A Two-Turn Variant of the Spanning-Tree Game423

In this section we study a variant of the game in which the players alternate turns only once.424

Formally, we have the following. A game is a pair 〈G, k〉, where G = 〈V,E,w〉 is a weighted425

graph with n vertices and 1 ≤ k ≤ n−1 is an integer. In a game on 〈G, k〉, first max chooses426

a forest F ⊆ E of size k. Then, min complements F to a spanning tree of G by choosing427

n− 1− k edges. max wants to maximize the weight of the resulting spanning tree and min428
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aims to minimize it. Let gmax ⊆ E be a strategy for max in which she chooses a forest429

of size k with a maximum weight, that is, max chooses a forest in a greedy manner. Note430

that while we still use the notation which was introduced in Subsection 2.4 (e.g., gmax), the431

definition of a strategy is different in this setting. A strategy πmax of max is simply the432

edge set of some forest of G of size k. Similarly, a strategy πmin for min is a function that,433

given a forest F of size k, returns a forest F ′ of size n− 1−k such that F ∪F ′ is a spanning434

tree.435

I Theorem 11. Let 〈G, k〉 be a game, where G = 〈V,E,w〉 and |V | = n. Then, valmax(gmax) ≥436

k
n−1 · w(MST (G)).437

Proof. Let T = {e1, . . . , en−1}, where w(e1) ≥ . . . ≥ w(en−1), be an MST obtained by438

complementing gmax in a greedy manner. That is, gmax = {e1, . . . , ek}. Note that for every439

k < i ≤ n− 1 we have w(ei) ≤ w(ek). Therefore, w(MST (G)) = w(T ) = w({e1, . . . , ek}) +440

w({ek+1, . . . , en−1}) ≤ w(gmax) + (n − k − 1) · w(ek). Since w(ek) ≤ 1
k · w(gmax), we have441

w(MST (G)) ≤ w(gmax)+(n−k−1) · 1
k ·w(gmax) = n−1

k ·w(gmax) ≤ n−1
k ·valmax(gmax). J442

I Theorem 12. Let 〈G, k〉 be a game, where G = 〈V,E,w〉 and |V | = n. Then, gmax is a443

2-max-approximation.444

Proof. Let πmin be a strategy for which valmax(gmax) = w(gmax, πmin) and let T =445

T (gmax, πmin). Let π∗max be an optimal strategy for max. Consider the strategy π′min446

of min in which π∗max is complemented to a spanning tree as follows. Since |π∗max| =447

k and |T | = n − 1, min can choose n − 1 − k edges from T due to the independent448

set exchange property of the cycle matroid of G. For such a strategy π′min, we have449

valmax(π∗max) ≤ w(π∗max, π′min) ≤ w(π∗max) + w(T ). Since gmax is a forest of maximum450

weight among all forests of G with k edges, it follows that w(π∗max) ≤ w(gmax), and thus451

valmax(π∗max) ≤ w(gmax) + w(T ) ≤ 2 · w(T ) = 2 · valmax(gmax). J452

The following result is a straightforward consequence of Theorems 11 and 12.453

I Corollary 13. Let 〈G, k〉 be a game, where G = 〈V,E,w〉 and |V | = n. Then, gmax is a454

min{2, n−1
k }-max-approximation.455

In the following theorem we show that the approximation ratio in Corollary 13 is tight.456

I Theorem 14. Let n > 1 and 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 be integers. There exists a game 〈G, k〉,457

where G = 〈V,E,w〉 and |V | = n, such that valmax(π∗max)
valmax(gmax) = min{2, n−1

k }, where π
∗
max is an458

optimal strategy for max in G.459

Proof. Let V = V1 ∪ V2, where V1 = {v0, v1, . . . , vk} and V2 = {v0, u1, . . . , un−1−k}. Note460

that the vertex v0 appears in both V1 and V2. Let E = E1 ∪ E2, where E1 = {〈vi, vi+1〉 :461

0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1} and E2 = E(T0) ∪ E(T1), where T0 and T1 are edge-disjoint spanning trees462

of G[V2] (we allow parallel edges in E2). For every edge e ∈ E1 ∪ T1 we set w(e) = 1 and463

for every edge e ∈ T0 we set w(e) = 0. Note that if max chooses m edges in T1 for some464

m ≤ n− 1− k, then min can choose n− 1− k −m edges in T0 due to the independent set465

exchange property of the cycle matroid of G. The edges of E1 must be contained in every466

spanning tree of G. Therefore, if max chooses m edges from T1, then the outcome of the467

game is m+k. Thus, the optimal strategy π∗max contains as many edges from T1 as possible,468

namely, min{k, n − 1 − k} edges from T1. The strategy gmax contains the k edges in E1,469

and therefore valmax(gmax) = k.470

If k ≤ n−1
2 then π∗max contains k edges from T1 and hence we have valmax(π∗max)

valmax(gmax) = 2k
k =471

2 = min{2, n−1
k }. If k >

n−1
2 then π∗max contains n−1−k edges from T1 and hence we have472

valmax(π∗max)
valmax(gmax) = n−1

k = min{2, n−1
k }. J473
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7 Discussion474

We studied a game variant of the classic maximum spanning-tree problem. Both the classic475

problem and our spanning-tree game can be generalized in a straightforward way to all476

matroids. In the game setting, given a weighted matroid M = 〈E, I, w〉, max and min477

alternate turns in claiming elements of E while ensuring that the set of elements claimed478

so far by both players is in I. The game is over as soon as the set of claimed elements is479

a basis B of M . max aims to maximize the total weight of B and min aims to minimize480

it. It is not hard to show that all of our results (with the exception of Theorem 9, which481

deals only with weighted complete graphs) apply in this more general setting. The only482

non-trivial generalization is that of one specific point in the proof of Theorem 7, which we483

explain below.484

When defining Et, instead of relying on the connected components of the forest {e1, . . . , et},485

one can use the rank function5 r of the matroid. That is, Et = {e ∈ E : r({e} ∪486

{e1, . . . , et}) = r({e1, . . . , et})}. It then readily follows from the definitions of r and of487

Et that |B ∩ Et| ≤ t holds for every B ∈ I.488

The graph depicted in Figure 3, which is used to show that, in general, the competitive489

ratio of greedy strategies is 2, contains parallel edges. One then wonders whether the490

competitive ratio of greedy strategies is better than 2 under the assumption that the graph491

on which the game is played is simple. At the moment we only know that this ratio is492

between 5/3 and 2. One can also consider graphs that are not only simple, but have a large493

girth6. The intuition behind this is that, in order to prevent max from claiming a certain494

edge, min must ensure that claiming it closes a cycle, and this seems harder if all cycles495

are long. Moreover, when the girth is 2, i.e., there are parallel edges, we know that the496

competitive ratio is 2. On the other hand, when the game is played on a tree, i.e., the girth497

is infinite, the competitive ratio is trivially 1. This shows that increasing the girth does498

decrease (in some way) the competitive ratio of greedy strategies from 2 to 1.499

Finally, our game is a special case of the so-called biased game, in which max claims p500

edges per turn and then min claims q edges per turn, where p and q are positive7 integers that501

are allowed to grow with n. It would be interesting to study how changing the parameters502

p and q would affect our results.503
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A The Competitive Ratio of Min Strategies562

In this section we show that, unlike the case of max strategies, one cannot bound the ratio563

between the outcome of an optimal or a greedy min strategy and the minimum spanning tree.564

Intuitively, it follows from the fact that the performance of strategies is strongly related to565

our ability to guarantee a favorable outcome even if we can control only half of the choices.566

Such a control guarantees that max can add to the spanning tree at least half of the heaviest567

edges in a maximum spanning tree. Such a control also guarantees that min can add to the568

spanning tree at least half of the lightest edges in a minimum spanning tree. Without,569

however, a bound on the ratio between the heaviest and lightest edge, such a guarantee is570

not of much help. Below we formalize this intuition. We first need some notation, dual to571

the one defined in Subsection 2.4.572

Consider a weighted graph G = 〈V,E,w〉. A strategy gmin ∈ Πmin is a greedy strategy573

for min if for every configuration F ∈ FoddG , it holds that gmin(F ) is a lightest edge in574

M(F ). Formally, for every configuration F ∈ FoddG , we have gmin(F ) ∈ {e ∈ M(F ) :575

w(e) = min{w(e′) : e′ ∈ M(F )}}. Recall that the value of a min strategy is the weight576

of its outcome against a most maximizing strategy of max. Formally, valmin(πmin) =577

max{w(πmax, πmin) : πmax ∈ Πmax}. Then, π∗min is an optimal min strategy, namely one578

for which valmin(πmin) is minimal. Finally, let w(mST (G)) denote the weight of a minimum579

spanning tree in G.580

I Theorem 15. It is impossible to bound the ratio between the outcome of an optimal or a581

greedy min strategy and the minimum spanning tree: For every α ≥ 1, there is a weighted582

graph Gα such that valmin(π∗min) = valmin(gmin) ≥ α · w(mST (Gα)).583

Proof. We define Gα as a triangle with edges of weights 1, 1
α , and 0. It is easy to see that584

while w(mST (Gα)) = 1
α , an optimal strategy for max picks first the edge with weight 1,585

causing valmin(π∗min) as well as valmin(gmin) to be 1. J586

Note that in the example described in the proof of Theorem 15, the arguments stay valid587

in a game in which min moves first. As we discuss below, when studying the ratio between588

greedy and optimal min strategies, the identity of the player that moves first is of great589

importance: If we dualize the definition of the game given in Section 2, namely let min590

moves first, then we cannot bound this ratio. If, however, we let max moves first, then we591

can bound this ratio by 2. Formalizing this involves some more definitions and notations.592

For two min strategies πmin, π′min ∈ Πmin and a factor α ≥ 1, we say that πmin is an593

α-min-approximation of π′min if valmin(πmin) ≤ α · valmin(π′min). That is, intuitively, π′min594

is at most α times better than πmin. Equivalently, when min follows πmin, the weight of595

the obtained spanning tree is at most α times the weight of the spanning tree obtained in596

case he follows π′min.597

The min competitive ratio of a strategy πmin ∈ Πmin is then the smallest factor α such598

that πmin is an α-min approximation of π∗min.599

I Theorem 16. [The min competitive ratio of greedy strategies]600

It is impossible to bound the min competitive ratio of greedy min strategies in games601

in which min moves first: for every α ≥ 1, there is a weighted graph Gα such that602

valmin(gmin) ≥ α · valmin(π∗min).603

The min competitive ratio of greedy min strategies in games in which max moves first is604

2. Thus, valmin(gmin) ≤ 2 · valmin(π∗min).605
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Proof. For the first claim, consider the weighted graph Gα appearing in Figure 5. It is easy606

to see that while an optimal min strategy would choose first the parallel edge with weight607

1
α , leading to a spanning tree of weight 1

α , a greedy strategy would choose first the edge on608

the right, leading to a spanning tree of weight 1. Moreover, changing the weight from 1
α to609

0, the ratio between the two outcomes become ∞.

1

1
↵

0

1

Figure 5 valmin(gmin) = 1 whereas valmax(π∗
min) = 1

α
.

610

The second claim follows from the fact that in games in which max starts, she can make611

sure that the weight of the generated tree is at last half of the weight of the maximum612

spanning tree. Hence, the ratio between any two min strategies cannot be larger than 2.613

Formally, we have the following. Recall that, by Theorem 4, for every weighted graph G,614

we have that valmax(π∗max) ≥ 1
2 · w(MST (G)). Hence, for every strategy πmin ∈ Πmin,615

in particular for π∗min, we have that valmin(πmin) ≥ 1
2 · w(MST (G)). In addition, clearly616

valmin(gmin) ≤ w(MST (G)). Hence, valmin(gmin) ≤ 2 ·valmin(π∗min), and we are done. J617

B α-max Universal Approximation618

In this section we prove that α-max universal approximation is strictly finer than α-max619

approximation. Moreover, we prove that, with respect to this finer definition, the upper620

bound of 2 on the competitive ratio that follows from Theorem 4 cannot be improved.621

This is in contrast to the assertion of Theorem 7, which applies to our usual definition of622

approximation for max strategies.623

I Theorem 17. α-max universal approximation is strictly finer than α-max approximation.624

That is, for all πmax, π′max ∈ Πmax and α ≥ 1, if πmax is an α-max universal approximation625

of π′max, then πmax is an α-max approximation of π′max, yet possibly πmax is an α-max626

approximation of π′max but it is not an α-max universal approximation of π′max.627

Proof. Assume that πmax is an α-max universal approximation of π′max, and let π̂min be628

a min strategy for which valmax(πmax) = w(πmax, π̂min). By the definition of α-max uni-629

versal approximation, we have that w(πmax, π̂min) ≥ 1
α · w(π′max, π̂min). By the evalu-630

ation of max strategies, we have w(π′max, π̂min) ≥ valmax(π′max). Hence, valmax(πmax) ≥631

1
α · valmax(π′max). Thus πmax is an α-max approximation of π′max.632

In order to prove that α-max-universal-approximation is strictly finer, i.e., to prove that633

there are strategies πmax and π′max such that πmax is an α-max approximation of π′max634

but it is not an α-max universal approximation of π′max, one can use Theorem 7 and the635

weighted graphs Gn defined in Theorem 18 below. Indeed, it follows by Theorem 18 that,636

for sufficiently large n, the strategy gmax is not a 1.75-max universal approximation of π∗max.637

On the other hand, by Theorem 7, gmax is a 1.75-max approximation of π∗max. J638

We now show that, when working with max-universal approximation, the assertion of639

Theorem 4 is asymptotically tight, already when comparing greedy strategies to optimal640

ones.641

I Theorem 18. For every non-negative integer n, there is a weighted graph Gn such that642

there exists a min strategy πmin for which w(gmax, πmin) = n+1 and w(π∗max, πmin) = 2n+1.643
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Proof. Fix a non-negative integer n and define Gn as follows. Its vertex set is V =644

{u, v0, v1, . . . , v2n}. Its edge set is E = {e} ∪ E′, where e = 〈u, v0〉 and E′ is the edge-645

disjoint union of two spanning trees T0 and T1 on the vertices {v0, v1, . . . , v2n}. Finally, the646

weight of every edge of T0 is 0 and the weight of any other edge in E is 1.647

Next, we define the strategy πmin. For every forest F ⊆ E, if e ∈ F , then πmin(F ) is648

some edge of T0 ∩M(F ), otherwise πmin(F ) is some edge of T1 ∩M(F ).649

Now, when playing according to π∗max, max claims only edges of T1 as long as this is650

possible. By the definition of πmin, min claims edges of T1 as well. Hence T (π∗max, πmin) =651

T1 ∪ {e}, and thus w(π∗max, πmin) = 2n + 1. On the other hand, a worst greedy strategy652

gmax instructs max to claim e in her first move. By the definition of πmin and by Lemma 2,653

the outcome T (gmax, πmin) contains exactly half of the edges of T1. Since every spanning654

tree of Gn contains e, we conclude that w(gmax, πmin) = n+ 1. J655

Combining Theorems 18 and 4 implies the following result.656

I Corollary 19. The competitive ratio of greedy strategies with respect to max-universal657

approximation tends to 2 as the weight of an MST tends to infinity.658
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